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4 WEEKS IN THE CAN © Denis Murphy September 2007 

Synopsis 
4 WEEKS IN THE CAN is a short, bitter chocolate bar with a sweet, dark bit in the middle.  
No! Sorry, it's a short comedy, not a chocolate bar! 
The film starts out as a routine introductory adult evening class for aspiring scriptwriters. Routine, 
except that the students are animated cartoon characters. But that doen't faze the teacher, JW. The 
cartoon characters see this class as a chance to move away from cartoons into what they hope will be a 
more sedate side of films - screenwriting. However, the class and the film fall victim to the weight of 
outside events. Our relatively preaceful animation-real life mayhem is attacked by claymation revolution 
on the one side and hostile puppetry anarchy on the other. Thank goodness for everyone concerned 
that the film ends where it does! 
No actor or character -human, cartoon, plastercine or puppet- is harmed during the making of this film. 

Ingredients 
It has 4 main parts. 

Script class 
The teacher is the only actor in the classroom scenes, and she is also the film director in later scenes. 
She is not fazed by the fact that her students are cartoon characters. Is this really another routine day at 
the office for her?  
Suppose -unfeasibly- your screenplay is accepted, with all its faults. That is one of the premises the 
teacher invites her students to consider: what elements to include or exclude in a screenplay. 
The teacher in the script is identified as JW, after Julie Walters, whose jaded teacher performance I 
liked in Billy Elliot.  

Technical read-through 
This grows out of a script class role-play. It is a film crew meeting during pre-production. The teacher 
is here the director. She and her crew are discussing technical features of screenplay sequences 
discussed in the script class, and their practical implications. 

This introduces other real actors as film crew members. But there is a reversal: the teacher becomes a 
cartoon character in the read-through, and we recognise the crew members as real-life versions of the 
cartoon students from the script class. Confusingly, those cartoon characters also appear here. They 
derive great pleasure from the realisation that (i) they themselves are caricatures of the film crew actors, 
and (ii) they are invisible to them. 

The read-through has a fly-on-the-wall reality feel to it, gritty and occasionally uncomfortable. There is 
no movie glamour here. 

Crisis meeting  

This follows on directly from the read-through and on the same set. The Executive Producer 
interrupts the filming to break the bad news: the money has run out and the film has to close down. It 
is a very fast and confusing section, reflecting the sudden, dramatic turn in events and the seriousness 
of their implications. 

The read-through wasn't real, as it seemed. It was being filmed with actors, by a real film crew. Real, 
except that they are plastercine, modelled on the actors. 

To recap: we now have actors acting alongside cartoon and plastercine versions of themselves. The 
cartoons are child-size, though their features are adult, and the plastercine crew are about knee high. 
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Surprise ending 

This bursts in upon the crisis meeting so brusquely, and is over so quickly that it should leave little 
time to work out what has happened. Immensely intense and loaded with significance, it introduces us 
to a few more characters, revealing that the real real crew filming 4 WEEKS IN THE CAN are foul-
mouthed Spanish-speaking puppets, for whom fortuitously there are no subtitles. 

Technical considerations 
There are several deliberate contrasts not evident at first in the script: 

� image vs. sound: the stark, drab classroom & read-through room (filmed in b&w or dark 
tones) with little sound other than JW's voice & movements vs. the bursts of colour and 
music generated by the cartoon characters' reactions and pranks 

� the cartoon characters' behaviour/demeanour: jaded/rough vs. animated naughty pranksters 
in the classroom vs. respectful but devilishly curious during the read-through vs. deadly 
serious during the crisis meeting vs. "speaking" in sound FX until the crisis meeting, 
where they speak like everyone else 

� physical presence: actors vs. cartoon characters vs. plastercine figures vs. puppets 
� animation dialogue: the mute cartoon students, speaking in sound FX vs. the plastercine 

figures voiced by the actors they are modelled on vs. the Spanish-speaking puppets 
The script class features several sets of short inserts: 2 animation sequences and an animated 
storyboard sequence. 
The animation sequences illustrate scenarios that the teacher describes to her students. They are in 
very contrasting styles, with their own distinctive soundtracks. 
The animated storyboard sequence mirrors a story opening which the teacher and students are 
improvising. It is very shaky, flickering and sketchy (à la AHA video), with no soundtrack, just 
voiceovers. The same sequence occurs several times. It illustrates the actions being described but is too 
roughly drawn for specific details to be distinguishable. Though the descriptions differ each time -types 
of car/umbrella/restaurant etc.- the single ambiguous storyboard sequence is what we see. 
Spread through the film are 5 brief inserts of cigarette breaks, shot as CCTV footage. With two visual 
gags. Firstly, each break features more people/characters, confusingly featuring ones who won't appear 
in the film until later sequences. Secondly, each break features different smoking habits being explored. 
There are two CGI sequences in the classroom, with STINKY FUMES emanating from books the 
teacher waves at her students. 

The crisis meeting reads as a single sequence in one shot. But it will be filmed as short, intercut 
snatches of dialogue. There is a great deal of contrast in size & POV which can be exploited: shots 
upwards at the lofty actors from small plastercine figures' POV, downward reaction shots from over 
actors' shoulders at plastercine figures, cutting quickly from one version of an actor to another -
Operator (Actor) Operator (Clay) Operator (Cartoon). I haven't written them into the script, they are 
for the director/operator/editor/animators/modellers to decide. 

Visual and Sound Design 
Animation and sound are essential for the story to work, and they deserve a few dedicated comments, 
guidelines for the animators/modellers and sound designer. 
The cartoon, plastercine and puppet figures can be people or have animal features -that is the 
animators'/modellers' decision- but each must bear a resemblance to an actor. 
JW's introduction and several comments by the students suggest that they are cartoon veterans, 
possibly getting too old for all the physical violence/explosions/killings they have been exposed to 
during their cartoon career. They may bear scars from their escapades, and look a little jaded and 
jaundiced. Though it is an adult class with adult students, they are still cartoon characters and cannot 
avoid reverting to nature when they think teacher isn't looking. Think classroom pranks + cartoons: 
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sniggering behind teacher's back, slinging fountain pen ink down teacher's back, letting off stink 
bombs, jack-in-the-boxes inside desks, fizzling Acme bombs stuffed into unsuspecting trousers, 
mousetraps inside notebooks, written words in notebooks melting & dripping off the page into pools 
of ink, 100-ton anvil booby traps etc.  
Much of the first part -the script class- is essentially a monologue, with only JW speaking. However, 
there is a visual and sound richness.  
The cartoon students' responses (answers/questions/reactions/actions - whether addressed by JW, 
volunteering answers or lost for an answer) will be punctuated by short sound FX. Their wordless 
"speech" is a combination of visual body language plus sound FX: think Tom & Jerry, whose reactions 
& emotions are orchestrated, musical swishes & swirls/weird Spike Jones/Goons type sound FX. JW 
understands her students' "speech". We understand it through JW's reaction. She sometimes repeats 
their answers to herself, shown "in inverted commas", maybe imitating the student's "voice". Some 
students' interventions are scripted as: (FX: STUDENT - QUESTION). Many incidents may be 
triggered first off-screen by sound FX, with the camera following to see what the students have done. 
Some reactions from the cartoon characters are specified in the screenplay. Most are implicit. All can be 
amended/embellished/changed as the animators see fit.  
Most of the times when JW addresses particular students, the "you"/"your" in the dialogue is inflected 
and/or accompanied by JW's body language/facial expressions. To avoid 
tedium/confusion/complication for the reader, I haven't visualised this emphasis in the dialogue (no 
"you" or "your"). There may be small pauses when the students react to JW, though few are 
signposted. The actor playing JW will use her discretion to determine where cartoon or sound reactions 
will be appropriate, giving visual prompts for the animators/sound designer, who she should ideally 
liaise with in pre-production. This is especially true of the rehearsal room sequences, where the cartoon 
characters are present throughout but hardly scripted at all. (Cartoon improv? Whatever next!). 
The script generally doesn't specify camera angles. In addition to general shots and close-ups of JW, 
there will be many shots of the classroom & read-through room, close-ups of empty desks, over the 
shoulder shots. The animators/modellers have a free hand to choose where and how to insert their 
work. Any animation prompts signposted in the screenplay are merely orientative, and can be ignored 
and overridden at will. 
The sound effects are vital to the animation: imagine Tom & Jerry without the soundtrack. FX and 
animation together will add the necessary touch of vibrancy and anarchy. The sound designer needs to 
have as free a rein as the animators.  
I want the animators and sound designer to take hold of the script and make it their own. 


